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Baba Vanga: The fearsome prophecies of European
visionary who predicts the Doomsday date.
The fame of the mysterious Bulgarian woman grew to such a level that came to advise the leader of
her country and be part of a paranormal intelligence center.
Tuesday December 16, 2014

She died in 1996. At 90 years old, she was one of the great visionaries of the twentieth century. She
once predicted the death of Stalin and was arrested; however, she hit [?] since a year after the
Soviet leader died. She is Baba Vanga, and this is her story, along with its fearful predictions for
humanity.
When her brother, Vasil, went to a party, Vanga cried and begged him not to go. He did not believe
her and was later found dead. There were signs of torture, and he had been shot.

She predicted the First World War. Thereafter, the fame of the mysterious Bulgarian woman grew
to such a level that she came to advise the leader of her country and be part of a paranormal
intelligence center. She also predicted the attack on the twin towers and the sinking of the Russian
nuclear submarine Kursk.

Upcoming premonitions of Baba Vanga:
2018 — {58} China becomes the new world power.
2023 — {63} Earth’s orbit changes slightly.

2025 — {65} Europe will be stocking problems. [?? Problems with the stock market or storage of food?]
2028 — {68} Development of a new energy source. Hunger slowly becomes a problem for
humanity.
2033 — {73} The polar ice is melting; there is a sharp rise in sea level.

2043 — {83} The world economy improves markedly. Meanwhile in Europe, Muslims dominate.
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2046 — {86} Any human body can be mass produced. Organ exchange becomes the preferred
method of treatment.
2066 — {106} Rome is attacked by the US with a climate weapon.

2076 — {116} The world becomes dominated by communist ideology.
2084 — Restoration of the environment occurs.
2088 — A new disease emerges: rapid aging.

2097 — The dreaded disease linked to rapid aging is cured.

2100 — An artificial sun illuminates the dark side of the earth.
2111 — People become robots.

2123 — There is a great war between small nations; however, powerful countries are involved.
2125 — In Hungary, the spatial signals are received. [What are the spatial signals?]
2130 — Colonies are developed under the sea.
2164 — Half-human animals appear.
2167 — A new religion appears.
2170 — Great drought.

2183 — Mars colony becomes a nuclear nation and demands independence from Earth.
2187 — Two large volcanic eruptions are prevented successfully.

2195 — The maritime colonies are evolved; there is food and energy in abundance.
2196 — The complete mixture of Asia and Europe occurs.

2201 — The Sun slows. Temperatures drop on the planet.

2221 — In the search for extraterrestrial life, human beings engage with something very horrible.
2256 — Vessel returns to Earth with a terrible disease.

2262 — The orbits of the planets begin to change gradually. Mars is in danger of being hit by
comets.
2271 — The laws of physics change.

2273 — Blend of Asia and people of color. A new “race” appears.
2288 — Time travel is invented. New contacts with aliens.

2291 — There is a change in the Sun, returning it to fully shine.

2296 — Strong solar flare occurs that changes the force of gravity. Old space stations and satellites
begin to fall.
2299 — In France, a guerrilla movement against Islam emerges.

2302 — Important laws and secrets of the universe are revealed.
2304 — Secrets about the Moon are revealed.

2341 — Something terrible is approaching Earth from space.

2354 — Accident on an artificial sun created by man leads to drought.
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2371 — The great famine for humanity occurs.
2378 — New race appears quickly.
2480 — Earth is in darkness.

3005 — War on Mars. Changes in the path of the planets occurs.

3010 — Comet strikes the Moon around the Earth. Said object is from a ring of stones and dust.

3797 — At this time, everything living on Earth dies; but, human beings are able to start a new life
in a new solar system.

3803 — The new planet is sparsely populated. There is little contact between people. The different
global climate changes the person’s body and we mutate.
3805 — War occurs between humans over resources. More than half of the people die.
3815 — The end the War.

3854 — People live like beasts.

3871 — New prophet teaches people the moral and religious values.

3874 — New prophet receives support of the entire population. A new church is organized.
3878 — Church teaches new sciences.

4302 — New cities are growing in the world. The new church was developed based on technology
and science.

4302 — Grand development of science. Scientists discover everything about the impact of diseases
in the body.
4304 — We find a way to overcome any disease.

4308 — Due to mutation in people, mankind uses more than 34% of its brain. We completely lose
any sense of malice or hatred.

4509 — Mankind finally reaches the level of development that provides access to forms of contact
with God.
4599 — Humanity attains immortality.

4674 — Development of civilization reaches its peak. The number of people living on different
planets increases.
5076 — We get to the edge of the universe. From there, nobody knows.

5078 — The boundary of the universe is exceeded; however, over 40% of the population is against
it.
5079 — End of the world. [If there are multiple worlds, is this the end of the universe?]
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